This paper studies the problem of parameter learning in graphical models having latent variables, where the standard approach is the expectation maximization algorithm alternating expectation (E) and maximization (M) steps. However, both E and M steps are computationally intractable for high dimensional data, while the substitution of one step to a faster surrogate for combating against intractability can often cause failure in convergence. To tackle the issue, the Contrastive Divergence (CD) learning scheme has been popularly used in the deep learning community, where it runs the mean-field approximation in E step and a few cycles of Markov Chains (MC) in M step. In this paper, we analyze a variant of CD, called Adiabatic Persistent Contrastive Divergence (APCD), which runs a few cycles of MCs in both E and M steps. Using multi-time-scale stochastic approximation theory, we prove that APCD converges to a correct optimum, where the standard CD is impossible to have such a guarantee due to the mean-field approximation gap in E step. Despite of such stronger theoretical guarantee of APCD, its possible drawback is on slow mixing on E step for practical purposes. To address the issue, we also design a hybrid approach applying both mean-field and MC approximations in E step, where it outperforms the standard mean-field-based CD in our experiments on real-world datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphical model (GM) has been one of powerful paradigms for succinct representations of joint distributions in various scientific fields including information theory and artificial intelligence. GM represents a joint distribution of random variables by a graph structure where each node corresponds to a random variable and each edge captures the conditional dependence between random variables. We study the problem of parameter learning in GMs having latent variables. To this end, a standard approach is the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm alternating expectation (E) and maximization (M) steps, where both involve certain inference tasks.
However, the EM algorithm is in general computationally intractable for high-dimensional data. To address the issue, the authors in [1] , [2] suggested the so-called (persistent and non-persistent) Contrastive Divergence (CD) learning schemes based on the mean-field theory and stochastic approximation principle. They apply the mean-field approach in E step, and run only a few cycles of Markov Chain (MC) in M step, instead of running the chain until it mixes. The persistent CD maximizes (a variational lower bound of) the log-likelihood, whereas the non-persistent CD minimizes the reconstruction error induced by a few cycles of MC. This CD learning has also been applied in deep GMs such as Restricted Boltzmann Machine [3] and Deep Boltzmann Machine [4] for various applications, e.g., image [5] and speech [6] .
In this paper, we propose a new CD algorithm, called Adiabatic Persistent Contrastive Divergence (APCD). The design principle can be understood as a 'probabilistic' analogue of the standard adiabatic theorem [7] in quantum mechanics which states that if a system changes in a reversible manner at an infinitesimally small rate, then it always remains in its ground state. It is computationally efficient and provably ensures convergence to a correct optimum of the log-likelihood, while the persistent mean-field CD learning optimizes a variational lower bound of the log-likelihood due to the mean-field errors.
Our key idea is conceptually simple: run the exact MC method, instead of the mean-field approximation, in E step as well. Namely, APCD runs a few cycles of MCs in both E and M steps simultaneously. We prove that it converges to a local optimum of the actual log-likelihood under mild assumptions by extending a standard stochastic approximation theory [8] to the one with multi-time-scales. To our best knowledge, APCD is the first efficient algorithm with provable convergence to a correct (local) optimum of the log-likelihood for general GMs.
There have been theoretical efforts to understand the CD scheme in the literatures [9] - [14] under the stochastic approximation theory. However, they assume that either E or M step is computable exactly, while APCD runs a few cycles of MCs in both steps simultaneously. Consequently, analyzing APCD becomes much more challenging since some change in one step to a biased direction can steer the other step towards a wrong one. Our main contribution is to overcome this issue by adopting the multi-time-scale stochastic approximation theory. We adjust learning rates so that one of E and M steps runs in a faster time-scale than the other, leading both steps to have correct estimations of the gradient of the log-likelihood.
Despite our theoretical understanding, APCD might perform worse in practice for some cases than the mean-field CD schemes, since E step might take long time to converge, i.e., slow mixing. To address the issue, we also design a hybrid algorithm (called H-APCD) for practical purposes, which utilizes both the mean-field and MC advantages in E step. 2 Our experiments on synthetic and real-world image datasets demonstrate that APCD and H-APCD outperform bare meanfield CD schemes (e.g., [4] ) under deep GMs, respectively. We anticipate that applications of our new method will be of interest to various fields where GMs with latent variables are used for statistical modeling. We comment that several efforts exist to accelerate the CD schemes via alleviating the slow mixing issue in M step, e.g., simulated tempering [15] and its application to deep GMs [16] - [18] in recent. These techniques are also applicable to both E and M steps of APCD and orthogonal to our work.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Graphical model
Exponential family. The exponential family is of our interest, defined as follows. We first let φ = [φ α ] α∈I be a collection of real-valued functions φ α : X → R called sufficient statistics, where X ⊂ R k is the set of configurations. We assume that X is a finite set and φ is bounded. For a given φ, let θ = [θ α ] α∈I be an associated vector called canonical parameters. Then, the exponential family associated with the set of sufficient statistics φ consists of the following collection of density functions:
where a, b is the inner product of two vectors a and b, and A(θ) = log x∈X exp θ, φ(x) is the normalizing constant called (log) partition function. For a fixed sufficient statistics φ, each parameter θ indexes a particular member p θ of the family. The canonical parameters θ of interest belong to the set Θ := {θ ∈ R |I| |A(θ) < +∞}. As done in the literatures, we assume regularity and minimality for the exponential family throughout the paper, so that Θ is a convex set and a unique θ associated with each density in the family exists. Mean parameter. It turns out that any exponential family also allows an alternative parameterization by so-called mean parameter μ = [μ α ] α∈I . For any given density function p θ , the mean parameter μ associated with a sufficient statistics φ is defined by the following expectation:
where we also define
, the set of all realizable mean parameters associated with the given φ. The gradient of log partition A(θ) has the following connection to mean parameters:
and hence ∇A(θ) = μ, i.e., the mean parameter of p θ . Since it is known that ∇A is a bijection mapping for any regular and minimal exponential family, we denote by θ * :
B. Expectation maximization
Learning exponential family. For a given φ, the goal is to learn θ given N observed data x := {x n } n∈N 1 , for which 1 For simplicity, we use {x n } n∈N to denote {x n :
the popular Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is used by solving the following optimization problem:
where l(θ;
When computing θ * , the gradient of the log-likelihood l(θ; x) has following form:
Here,μ is called empirical mean parameter. In many applications of graphical models, a configuration x ∈ R k tends to have a high dimension, often partially observed, thus some units (i.e., coordinates) of x are hidden (or latent). Thus, we denote by 
In presence of hidden units, for N visible data v := {v n } n∈N , one aims at still learning parameters θ using the maximum likelihood principle on the marginal log-likelihood l(θ; v):
where
Consider a distribution q = {q n (h)} n∈N over hidden units of each visible data. Then, using Jensen's inequality, a lower bound of l(θ; v) is:
where H(q) = − h q(h) log q(h) is the entropy of q. The EM algorithm, consisting of E and M steps, alternates between maximizing the lower bound F(q, θ) in (7) with respect to q and θ, respectively, holding the other fixed: at t-th iteration, E step:
E step reduces to inferring the probability of hidden units for each given observed data, and it is well known that for exponential family (1), the exact bound holds when q n (t+1) (h) = p θ (t) (h|v n ) for each visible data v n . Then, we compute the expectation of φ(v n , H), denoted byμ n (t+1) , where the random variable H for a hidden configuration has the density p θ (t) (h|v n ), and derive the empirical mean parameterμ (as in (5)), which is used in M step, i.e., μ n (t+1) := h∈X h φ(v n , h)p θ (t) (h|v n ). M step now becomes equal to finding the canonical parameter in MLE, from the fact that the entropy of q in (7) does not depend on θ. 3 
III. ADIABATIC PERSISTENT CONTRASTIVE DIVERGENCE
Both E and M steps are computationally intractable in general. First, E step requires deducing probability distribution over hidden units from given canonical parameters, and exact inference requires exponential time with respect to the number of hidden units. A similar computational issue also arises in M step. In this section, we develop a computationally efficient learning algorithm that learns canonical parameters θ for a given v and a graph structure and provably converges to a stationary point of MMLE. 
A. Algorithm description
end for E.2. Update per-data empirical mean parameterμ n (t+1) with the step-size a (t) as:
. 
and Pr x m
end for M.2. Update canonical parameter θ (t+1) with the step-size b(t) as:
The formal description of the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1, which is a randomized version of the EM algorithm using suitable step-size functions a, b : Z ≥0 → R + . It can be interpreted as a stochastic approximation procedure based on MC method with different time-scales a and b in E and M steps, respectively, which we call Adiabatic Persistent Contrastive Divergence (APCD) algorithm. It first obtains random samples of hidden nodes and updates the empirical mean parameter vectorμ in E step. Then, it obtains random samples of the entire nodes and updates the parameter θ in M step. We provide more details in what follows. E step. In (E.1.) of t-th iteration, for each visible data v n , we first construct M number of Markov chains with transition matrix K E θ (t) ,v n , each of which has p θ (t) (h|v n ) as a stationary (or invariant) distribution, and obtain a sampleĥ n,m (t+1) at m-th MC by taking transitions from the previous configuration h n,m (t) , e.g., Gibbs sampling. Each MC sampling is done by clamping the values of visible nodes to each visible data v n , and running transitions of K E θ (t) ,v n . Then, in (E.2.), the algorithm updates per-data empirical mean parameter, denoted asμ n (t+1) , by (i) sample-averaging of corresponding sufficient statistics, and (ii) moving average with step-size a (t) . In (E.3.), the empirical mean parameterμ (t+1) is computed by taking its average over visible data v.
M step. In M step of t-th iteration, the algorithm computes stochastic gradient to update the canonical parameter, where the gradient is (5) with empirical mean parameter ofμ (t+1) from E step. Similarly to (E.1.), in (M.1.), we construct M number of MCs with transition matrix K M θ (t) , each of which has p θ (t) (x) as a stationary distribution, and obtain a samplê x m (t+1) at m-th MC by taking transitions from the previous configurationx m (t) . Note that this step is independent of visible data v. Then, in (M.2.), canonical parameters are updated by (i) sample-averaging of entire sufficient statistics, and (ii) using it in running the gradient-ascent method with step-size b (t) .
B. Convergence analysis
We now state the convergence property of APCD algorithm.
Assume that {θ (t) ,μ (t) } t∈Z ≥0 remains bounded, almost surely. Then, under APCD, θ (t) almost surely converges to a stationary point of MMLE, i.e., a stationary point of l(θ; v).
The full proof of Theorem 1 is given in our technical report [19] , where we provide its proof sketch in this section. A simple insight is that the conditions of the step-size functions in Theorem 1 require that MCs in one step should run in a faster time-scale than those in the other step. When E step takes a faster time-scale, the faster loop evaluates the averaged empirical distribution for a given visible data v and the slowlyvarying parameter value, and the slower loop in M step finds the MLE parameter which fits the averaged empirical distribution evaluated at the faster loop. The examples of stepsizes satisfying (10) include a (t) = 1 t , b (t) = 1 1+t log t . Proof sketch. Our main proof strategy is to follow the stochastic approximation procedure with multi-time-scales whose limiting behavior is understood by ordinary differential equations (ODE) [8] . To this end, define a map from the 4 discrete times of E and M step to the real ones: α(t) = t−1 i=0 a (i) and β(t) = t−1 i=0 b (i) , respectively. We also denote by {μ α (τ ), θ α (τ )} τ ∈R+ and {μ β (τ ), θ β (τ )} τ ∈R+ the corresponding continuous-time linear interpolations of {μ (t) , θ (t) } t∈Z ≥0 for each time-scale α and β, respectively. The convergence analysis of APCD is complicated in the sense that both E and M steps include random Markov processes, i.e., MC transitions controlled by the current canonical parameter, yet with different time-scales. Here we provide a proof sketch when E step has a faster time-scale, i.e., b (t) a (t) → 0. The proof when E step is slow follows similar arguments.
First, under the faster time-scale α, the updates of the slower loop in M step will be seen quasi-static for sufficiently large τ . This is because the dynamics of M step is rewritten as:
thus the limiting ODE system of θ α (τ ) isθ(τ ) = 0, since
Then, the dynamics of E stepμ α (τ ) tracks the following ODE system of μ(τ ), where the behavior of the slower loop (M step) is fixed to a quasi-static value, say θ, and the MC in E step is seen equilibrated with its invariant distribution p θ (h|v) 3 :
We analyze asymptotic convergence of the faster loop by showing that the ODE system (11) has a unique fixed point
, the expectation of empirical mean parameter over the distribution p θ (h|v), thus we have almost surelyμ (t) →μ * (θ; v).
As the second step, under the slower time-scale β, the behavior of the faster loopμ β (τ ) would appear to be equilibrated for the current quasi-static θ β (τ ), i.e.,μ β (τ ) ≈μ * (θ β (τ ); v). Then, the dynamics of M step θ β (τ ) tracks the following ODE system, where the behavior of the faster loop and MC in M step are equilibrated toμ * (θ(τ ); v) and p θ(τ ) (x), respectively:
We show that the ODE system (12) has a Lyapunov function V (θ) = −l(θ;μ * (θ; v) ), specifically a negative log-likelihood with empirical mean parameterμ * (θ; v) , which is indeed a marginal log-likelihood l(θ; v). Then, from the known results on Lyapunov function of stochastic approximation procedure, we have almost surely θ (t) → {θ : ∂ θ V (θ) = 0}. Combining these results, we derive that under APCD, θ (t) almost surely converges to a stationary point of MMLE.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare APCD algorithm with the popular mean-field persistent contrastive divergence (MFPCD) algorithm [1] , [2] , [4] , where they differ from APCD only in E step. We consider a pairwise binary graphical model G = (V, E), i.e., we have θ = [θ i , θ ij ] i∈V,ij∈E and x ∈ {0, 1} |V | . We use the Gibbs 3 We use f (v) to denote the average over observed data 1 N N n=1 f (v n ). Fig. 1 : Generative performances in grid and deep models. sampler for the time-reversible transition matrix K E θ,v n and K M θ . In M step of MFPCD and APCD, we use = 10, M = 100 as in [4] . In E step of APCD, we use = 100, M = 1 for the update of per-data empirical mean parameter, while we run 30 mean-field iterations in E step of MFPCD.
A. Shallow models on synthetic datasets
We report our experimental results of APCD for two dimensional grid graph G of size |V | = 30 × 30, where [θ i ] i∈V is set to random values in range [−3.0, 3.0] and [θ ij ] ij∈E is set to random Gaussian values with mean 0 and variance 0.5. Then, we generate 2, 000 synthetic samples for training and another 2, 000 samples for test by running the Gibbs sampler with 50, 000 iterations for each. We consider two models, each with a different portion of hidden variables: we randomly select 50% and 20% of variables as hidden ones. We train the synthetic dataset by AFCD and MFPCD equally for 300 epochs. For M step learning rate (i.e., step-size b (t) ), the initial value is set to be 0.001 and decay gradually to 0.0001. That for E step a (t) starts from 1 and decreases to 0.05, so that we run E step at a faster time-scale. We generate 2, 000 samples from each trained model and use Parzen window density estimation [20] to measure the average log-likelihood of the test data. Generative performance. For the first 50%-hidden model, the Parzen log-likelihood estimates for APCD and MFPCD are −149.79 ± 0.35 and −153.70 ± 0.33 4 . On the other hand, the Parzen measure obtained on the training set is −148.90±0.35, i.e., close to that of APCD. As in Fig. 1a , APCD starts to outperform MFPCD after 50 epochs. The Parzen estimates for the second 20%-hidden model trained by APCD and MFPCD are −256.10 ± 0.41 and −260.16 ± 0.41, respectively. In this case, the reference measure on the training set is −254.26 ± 0.42. These results demonstrate that APCD provides major improvements over MFPCD in these synthetic settings. (b) Parzen window-based log-likelihood estimates as in [25] .
B. Deep models on real-world datasets
In our experiments, we use the following practical hybrid training scheme for DBM, which we call Hybrid APCD (H-APCD). We first train DBM via MFCD in the first halfway in the whole training steps. Then, in the second half, we take the weighted sum of the probabilities computed from APCD and MFPCD, where the ratio of such fusion gradually changes not to favor MFPCD as training progresses. The reason why we take such a hybrid approach of APCD and MFPCD is due to our observation that estimations of E steps in APCD are initially bad in large DBMs due to the mixing issue. We note that such a hybrid training is not necessary for grid models in the previous section, since the models are relatively small. Generative performance. In Table I , we compare the average test log-likelihood of MFPCD and H-APCD along with other previous works. For MNIST and OCR, we first run AIS (Annealed Importance Sampling) [21] 100 times to estimate the model partition function. Then, we run 100 AIS runs separately for each test sample to estimate the test log-likelihood, where we take an average of 1, 000 images, randomly sampled from the test set 5 . For Frey and TF, we only report Parzen estimates since calculating the log-likelihood using AIS with Gaussian DBM is not straightforward. "True" in Table I is computed by running Parzen estimates on 10, 000 random samples from the training set. We generate 10, 000 samples from each trained model for Parzen estimates.
For MNIST and OCR, H-APCD exceeds MFPCD in terms of the log-likelihood of 1, 000 test samples measured by AIS, and performs similarly on Parzen estimates. Fig. 1b shows the average test log-likelihood of MFPCD and H-APCD trained model in every 10 epochs on MNIST dataset. The loglikelihood of H-APCD exceeds that of MFPCD after a small amount of training steps and the gap continues to exist until the end of the training. For Frey and TF, H-APCD performs well with a larger margin, see Table I . The result is comparable to other previous works as well as the true Parzen estimates.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we develop a new efficient algorithm for parameter learning in GMs with latent variables. Unlike other known similar methods, it provably converges to a correct
